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LEAP INTO
THE FUTURE
NTT DATA’s SAP business wants to accelerate and sustain growth in the LE
segment, particularly among the largest Fortune Global 500 companies.
The Large Enterprise Accelerator Program (LEAP) seeks to achieve that goal
through the complete transformation of the NTT DATA SAP business by
2030.
Why are we doing this? There are two reasons:
1. Many conversations with customers center on business transformation,
so it is important that we “walk the talk” about business transformation.
2. The revenue contribution from the LE segment as a share of overall SAP
revenues is less than desired, so this initiative will boost top-line growth
and market share for NTT DATA.
LEAP is long-term global initiative that will transform the way NTT DATA
engages with its largest SAP customers and create new revenue-generating
engagements now and far into the future.

But what will
the future
look like in
2030?

LEAP is all about business transformation, so the focus is on projects and
initiatives that look to the future.
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SETTING
THE
SCENE
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THE WORLD
IN 2030
There will be 8.5bn people on the planet, but our average age will be
older and two thirds of us will live in cities.

Progress to the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals will
not be uniform, although there will be some successes. For example,
thanks to autonomous vehicles, road traffic accidents will halve.

Fossil fuels will no longer be a significant source of energy, but climate
change will make some low-lying areas of the planet uninhabitable.

The threat of animal-borne diseases jumping to people and creating a
pandemic will continue to exist although outbreaks will be easier to
trace and contain thanks to digital technology.

Asia will increasingly shape the planet’s future and be responsible for
most of the demographic growth and innovation.
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TECHNOLOGY
IN 2030
Ultra high-speed internet access
will be instant and ubiquitous
thanks to 6G wireless technology,
and 6G applications such as
driverless vehicles, wireless
medical implants and automated
factories will be commonplace.

Algorithms will run everything:
factories, transportation, shopping,
business processes and many
decisions affecting human lives.

Blockchain technologies will have
largely replaced traditional
methods of recording
transactions.

SAP will still be the leader in
enterprise software.
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THE BUSINESS
WORLD IN 2030
The biggest companies will get bigger, there will be less of them,
and they will be truly global.
They will be continuously challenged by niche newcomers.
They will have tech creation and adoption as part of their DNA.
They will not work along current sectorial borders. Overlaps will
be commonplace.
Their competitive advantage will not be based on physical assets
but on the creativity of their people and ownership of data and
algorithms.
They will be fast, but not perfect in executing on strategy, which
means they will still need companies like NTT DATA to help them.
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SA P &
N T T DATA
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WHY SAP IS STILL
SO IMPORTANT
SAP, founded in 1972, is a lot older than most software companies and, unusually,
its original product line, ERP is still in great demand in its newer form, S/4HANA.
SAP software runs nine out of ten of the largest companies in the world.
Despite its age, SAP remains not just relevant but essential to its enterprise
customers and its revenues continue to grow. Over the past ten years, SAP’s
revenues have doubled and currently run at around $30bn.
S/4HANA is most significant development in SAP’s strategy in nearly 30 years and
represents a radical change from its predecessor ERP platforms, because of the
new database, its cloud-first philosophy and the digital capabilities it can integrate.
SAP wants to become the one-stop shop for software that tomorrow’s enterprises
will use not just to run their business processes, but for business transformation
and to accelerate innovation.
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SAP BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
SAP is mostly known for ERP and there are different types of SAP ERP
user: early adopters who are ready to migrate to S/4HANA, mainstream
users who prefer to stay on their existing core ERP platform but want to
innovate in other areas, and “laggards”, who remain focussed on getting
value out of their existing SAP estate.

SAP has expanded its focus to adapt to a world in which human talent and
algorithms rather than machines and physical assets bring competitive
advantage. This is demonstrated by SAP’s growing range of cloud-based
LOB products such as Ariba, Concur, IBP, SuccessFactors, etc.

SAP would also like to be the go-to vendor both for existing and net new
customers that are looking to extract value and insight from their business
data with disruptive technologies like analytics, IoT, AR and VR, blockchain,
and AI, all powered by the SAP Cloud Platform.
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WORKING
WITH SAP
To continue to grow and remain relevant to tomorrow’s
enterprises, SAP needs to offer end-to-end services, delivered
from a fully cloud-based infrastructure, that deepen integration in
the value chains of vertical industries and expand across the
enterprise with its horizontal applications.

To make that strategy work, SAP will need integration,
co-development and co-innovation partners more than ever, but it
will probably need less partners than it currently uses, and it will
favor those with superior levels of technical expertise, industry
specialization and global reach.

NTT DATA needs to ensure that we continue to be on that short
list of strategic partners for SAP and successfully leverage that
relationship to grow market share and revenues for our SAP
business.
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H OW W E
GET TO
2030
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HOW WE WILL
GET TO 2030
“We aim to achieve the transformation of our SAP
business by 2030 by seamlessly working together to
develop solutions that leverage the global mindset and
reach of NTT DATA as an organization, while continuing to
emphasize local strengths in creativity, culture, ideas,
services, and technologies, so creating a compelling and
truly differentiated value proposition for our clients.”

Value Proposition

Towards 2030

Focal Enablers

Client first

Further customer globalization

Customers

People first

Co-existence of global standard
and local strengthening

Services

Teamwork

Delivery/Production models
We pilot customers for their
market leadership
Innovation foresight

Talent
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PUTTING OUR
CUSTOMERS FIRST
We will prioritize serving Large Enterprise global customers
with global offerings.

What will shape our relationship with the client will be our
commitment and accountability.

We will provide services to all industries/sectors along all
geographies.

We will create long-term bonds with our customers, beyond
C-levels and at all levels of our organization.

We will be seen as an strategic partner, adding value and not
just as a provider of commodity services.

Our customers will also be our partners in exploring new
business opportunities, pursuing common profits.

More than a services company, we will be seen as an
advisory consulting firm. We’ll be the trusted advisor for our
customers.

We will seek to better understand the implications that new
technologies have for our clients and also for our client’s
customers.
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REDEFINING OUR
SERVICES
We will have a global,
common, functional and
sectorised, comprehensive
value offering, leveraging
local culture.

We will accompany and guide
customers on their continuous
SAP-based digital
transformations.

We will provide end-to-end
SAP-centric services
(Business and ICT consulting,
Implementation, ITO, AMS,
BPO, Communications and
Cloud).

We will be a reliable companion on
long term operations of our
customer SAP landscapes,
managing applications,
communications and cloud.

We will have a significant
revenue flow coming from
SAP-based assets / Own IP
through selling/licensing.

We will routinely integrate non-SAP
value offering from other group
business units into our service
portfolio (and vice-versa)

We will be a trusted advisor in
our customers' SAP
decisions.

We will co-innovate together with
SAP, customers and other Group
Business Units.
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OPTIMIZING OUR
DELIVERY MODEL
Our delivery model will be driven by
efficiency, industrialization and quality. We
will be profitable.

We will regionally develop world-class expertise in
technologies and industries.

Our organization will be strongly committed
to the concept of customer satisfaction by
reusing the generated value.

We will have Global Centres of Excellence for
specific technologies worldwide that will feed
regional centres and local capacities.

We will adopt three-tier delivery model: local
for customer closeness, regional for
expertise and global for excellence and
effectiveness.

We will have Global Centres of Excellence for
industries worldwide that will feed regional centres
and local capacities.

Culture, empathy, and closeness to the
customer will be essential to developing a
local delivery capacity.

We will have development and software factories
that will be key to maintaining competitiveness
and the quality of delivery to our customers.
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF OUR PEOPLE
We will share a common values set that will shape a common corporate
culture.

We will have people who specialize in the sales cycle, providing
word-class solutions to the customer needs.

We will have a talent culture that strongly encourages the professional
career development of our consultants based on continuous evolution
and self-learning.

We will employ people who can understand, contextualise and interpret
customer needs as technological solutions. Technology may become a
commodity, yet the application of it is definitely not.

We will encourage and enable our employees to acquire “timeless”
skills such as change management, project management, stakeholder
management or data analysis.

We will employ best-of-class specialists in a wide-range of technologies
with flexible contracts and open-ended relationships commonplace.

In addition, we will foster the acquisition of new skills, not just in new
technologies (AI, ML, robotics, cybersecurity..) but also management
consulting skills, such as evaluating customer needs, proposing
strategies and investments, business process improvements and
information management architectures.

We will share common rules orchestrating our conduct in order to
work seamlessly together.
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THE LEAP
PROGRAM
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THE GAME
PLAN
NTT DATA is a formidable force in
SAP services with more than 20,000
SAP professionals, 2,700 SAP clients
worldwide, 21 delivery centers and
operations in 41 countries.

So, a key part of the LEAP initiative
focuses on developing global
offerings that can be adopted by
confidence by Fortune Global 500
companies.

NTT DATA has achieved the highest
accolade by SAP, Global Strategic
Partner, which recognizes its ability to
offer a wide range of best-in-class
business consulting and solution
implementation services in support of
SAP technology.

That confidence can only be earned by
demonstrating that NTT DATA has
in-depth industry knowledge in the
selected targeted verticals (discrete
manufacturing, auto and Life Science).

But we need to do better, particularly
when it comes to serving the needs of
the Large Enterprise segment.

Our solutions need to leverage our
business-specific expertise and
skillsets in SAP technologies but also
in other digital technologies, such as
AI and IoT, for example.
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PUTTING LEAP
INTO PRACTICE
The NTT DATA Large Enterprise Acceleration Program sets out to increase
NTT DATA’s market share among large enterprises running SAP software and
provide a significant and sustainable uplift in revenue for NTT DATA’s SAP
business from FY23 onwards.

It is important to stress that LEAP is a global NTT DATA initiative and its
success will depend on how well we can harness, amplify and accelerate at
a global level the many activities that will be created, developed and
undertaken locally by all NTT DATA Operating Companies (OpCos.)

A global project management office will approve and coordinate the
activities and ensure that they meet the objectives of LEAP, particularly when
it comes to harnessing local creativity so that solutions and initiatives are
made available to our global market.
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HOW LEAP
IS ORGANIZED
The multiple activities that comprise the LEAP program
will be coordinated through five workstreams (WS):
1. WS#1: Sponsored Customer Engagement
2. WS#2: Next-Generation Unique SAP Offerings

SAP LE
Acceleration Program
WS#5
Program Control Office

WS#1

WS#2

Sponsored
Customer
Engagement

Next-gen
Unique SAP
Offerings

3. WS#3: Sales Enablement
4. WS#4: Talent

WS#3
Sales Enablement
WS#4
Talent

*WS#5 is focused primarily on overseeing the other workstreams and will not be discussed here.
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WS1: SPONSORED
CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
WS#1 (Workstreams) is of particular importance to the success of LEAP’s objectives of increasing
revenue and market share in the SAP services market, and will so it consume most resources.
The primary focus is large enterprises with $10bn+ turnover. A secondary focus is mid-tier
enterprises with $1bn+ turnover in selected industries that are growing fast.
WS#1 (Workstreams) is best understood as a “pump-priming” activity that seeks to rapidly identify
and execute non-billable engagements with customers that have a strong likelihood of being
converted into billable engagements in a relatively short time period.
Examples of acceptable WS#1 projects:
1. Financing an S/4HANA assessment prior to a transformational project
2. Financing a cutting-edge technology proof of concept
3. Preparing a complicated AMS framework contract
Projects that promote NTT DATA as an end-to-end integrator, foster long-term relationships
with clients or involve transformation services have a better chance of being accepted.
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WS2: NEXT-GENERATION
UNIQUE SAP OFFERINGS
The main objective of WS#2 (Workstreams) is to build SAP-based
applications and tools that leverage NTT DATA business and technical
expertise, and differentiate us in the marketplace.

These unique offerings need to be based on next-generation SAP platforms,
such as S/4HANA or SAP Cloud Platform, and must be aimed at one of the
three target industries: Manufacturing, Automotive and Life Sciences.

Assets funded through the WS#2 workstream must have the potential to be
embedded in any OpCos (NTT DATA Operating Companies) offering and
made widely available in the NTT DATA group, so contributing to the LEAP
targets of increasing NTT Data’s market share and revenue uplift for the SAP
LE business.
WS#2 is a market-led initiative so its important to stimulate sales by focusing
our efforts on unique SAP offerings that will rapidly and successfully gain
traction in in the market. The early involvement of Sales Support team will be
critical to WS#2 projects.
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WS3: SALES
ENABLEMENT

WS4:
TALENT

The main objective of the WS#3 (workstreams)
workstream is to facilitate sales in the different
Operating Companies (OpCos) and position
NTT DATA SAP business units in front of
analysts and potential customers as market
leaders.

The principal objective of the WS#4
workstream is to promote and sustain
internal awareness of the initiative
within our sales and technical teams.

This will be done by creating global sales
and marketing materials such as sales
decks, demos and event materials, which are
intended primarily for an internal audience
and can be easily reused by all OpCos .

This will be done by conducting
workshops, training programs, etc
based on the materials created in the
WS#1, WS#2 and WS#3.

For external promotion, case studies and
press releases will be particularly important
in publicizing the success of our sponsored
customer engagements (WS#1) with
analysts, opinion leaders and customers.
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KEY
TAKEAWAYS
LEAP aims to accelerate and sustain growth of the NTT DATA’s SAP business
in the LE segment, particularly among the largest Fortune Global 500
companies.

The focus is on achieving sustainable revenue uplift by building more strategic
relationships and deploying next-generation SAP technologies.

Projects that promote NTT DATA as an end-to-end integrator, foster long-term
relationships with clients or involve transformation services have a better
chance of being accepted.

It is a global initiative so activities that are accepted for LEAP funding must be
able to be leveraged globally, although they will initially be created, developed
and undertaken locally by NTT DATA Operating Companies (OpCos), which are
best placed to apply local creativity to business challenges.
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